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Improvement of performance operation and cycle efficiency of Al Anbar combined 
power plant  
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Abstract  

The present work will be focusing  on available solution which can serve to increase total efficiency 
of Al Anbar combined cycle power plant - CCPP, and thus to improve the operation performance 
as much as possible in order to decrease hydrocarbon, CO2, NOx emissions to environment.The 
simulation and calculations were performed by program software cycle-tempo software. The 
results were compared with basic design of Alanbar power plant after making modernization with 
solar tower receiver system-STRS, which represented a heat source in preheat process for a 
compressor air.  
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Introduction

Al Anbar combined cycle power plant had been mentioned in publication [1] as a new project in 
Iraq which will be in service at 2016. The basic configuration of CCPP was also considered by 
author and had been designed by software cycle-tempo. Normally a big capacity power plant, 1642 
MW, consuming huge amount of fuel gas 14 kg/s, during operation of 435456000 kg/year. By 
means of simulation calculations which demonstrated a power plant with high efficiency around 59-
60% and there is also a capability to increase this efficiency by following the proposal of using 
another heat source to reduce fuel consumption. The experimental work has been executed by 
software cycle-tempo proved the improvement by incentive value to total efficiency. The 
improvement in efficiency is performed by boosting solar thermal energy to the CCPP.  At solar 
tower receive system STRS is included to CCPP an air compressor which became PR-heated 
before entering a combustor. The heated compressor air allowed solar energy to share 20%-100% 
in the cycle as a second energy source to combined cycle and therefore to compensate a fuel gas 
consumption at around 50% possible. Figures -1 described Al Anbar with solar tower receiver 
system which dispatched potential energy around 100-200 MW depending on the desire 
temperature which must be higher than air compressor temperature of 850 oC [2], [8]. 
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Figure-1 Solar tower receiver system included to basic configuration of Alanbar combined power 
plant 

Iraqi climate and potential solar energy 

In Iraq, the annual average of energy received daily from the sun ranges between 4 – 10 kWh/m2. 
[3]. The ambient conditions at summer temperatures rise to 45 oC, whilst in the winter average 
temperature is lower reach 5 oC . In Al Anbar, the highest solar irrediation according to NASA data 
receives 2,310 kWh/m2/year. Figure-2 is Monthly Average Direct Normal Radiation for selected 
Sites with Planned Fossil Fuel Plants by NASA Surface Metrology and Solar Energy [4], [5]. 
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Figure-2 Monthly Average Direct Normal Radiati on for selected Sites with Planned Fossil Fuel 
Plants 

Al Anbar power plant cycle improvement 

1. Solar thermal technology  

Solar thermal technology can be integrated with CPP by two ways depending on the purpose of 
integration 

1. Solar parabolic trough system 

This technology can define when the purpose is to increase steam volume which is needed for 
maintenance of steam turbine to cover 1.5 or 2 double capacity of steam generated by solar 
system to produce more electricity. The direction will be included in next paper., Solar tower 
receiver system 

In many regions of the world, one square kilometre of land is enough to generate as much as 100-
200 Gigawatt hours (GWh) of electricity per year using solar thermal technology. Each square 
metre of surface in a solar field is enough to avoid the annual production of 200 kilograms (kg) of 
carbon dioxide [6] for utilization of solar energy, it is necessary to know the amount of depletion of 
incoming solar radiation by the atmosphere. It is depleted due to various reasons are[7]: 

1. Atmospheric scattering 9%  

2.Surface reflection 6%  

3.Other gases, smoke, dust etc. 3% 

Figure-3 Layout of a solar combined-cycle power generation, comprising the solar tower 
concentrating system, the pressurized air solar receiver, the topping Brayton cyle with a gas 
turbine, and the bottoming Rankine cycle with a steam turbine. 
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Figure-3 ISCC ,solar tower receiver system with conventional design of combined power plant 

2. Solar source pre-heating system 

The entire main airflow from the compressor 549 kg/s is routed through the solar heat source and 
heated to the desired temperature. This pre-heated air is then sent to the combustion chamber, 
where the higher air inlet temperature results in reduced fuel consumption to reach the desired 
turbine entry temperature. Figures 4,5 respectivily are described STRS and thermodynamic 
scheme for temperature and  entropy [8], [9]. 

Figure-4 Solar tower receiver system integration with gas turbine . 
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Figure-5 Temperature-entropy diagram of the hybrid solar gas-turbine.Losses in the tower piping 
have been exaggerated for emphasis 

3. Operation condition and calculation  

The calculation simulation steps for integration solar tower receiver system and Al Anbar combined 
power plant, the operation conditions completely considered maximum irradiation for summer and 
winter season respectively as {6-10} KWh/m2.day and 4 KWh/m2.day. Also thermodynamics 
analysis heat equation is an air compressor mass flow which dispatched heat from solar souce to 
system. STRS boosts the cycle conversion efficiency to above 50% [8]. Figure-6 is a scheme 
which gives a relation between different thermal cycle applications integrated with solar thermal 
technology by temperature limit. Table-1 shows the different applications and STRS with 
temperature demand for each configuration.  

                                                                    Table-1 STRS for different application 

      
Figure-6 a relation between different recevier 

temperature and different thermal  application 
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Some assumptions had been adopted for estimation of the potential energy which receiver system 
provided to GT at temperature above 850 oC. Summer is the longest season in year, i.e., around 7 
months and also the cloudy days in Iraq are around 31 days.  Therefore to generate 220 MW 
energy to get temperature above 850 oC this would require  0.5 to 1.25 square kilometer of 
collectors and this means if improvement for all 4 gas turbine area 5 square kilometer of collectors 
to be available in Al Anbar desert. This is assuming collectors efficiency of 35% and ideal 
atmospheric  condition for solar radiation. 

At winter 4000 Wh/m2.day * 27.5 collectors = 110000 W which calculated and simulated by 
software cycle-tempo to give 686 oC. 

Winter calculation, the results are tabulated for STRS+CCPP at table-2 and for basic CCPP at 
table-3. 

Table-2 STRS+CCPP                                        Table-3 basic CCPP  

       

The table-4 done by author for comparision between to tabled result for conclusion. 
No  Apparatus  Basic  CCPP cycle   Hybridization  STRC+CCPP cycle  
1 Fuel consumption kg/s. 14.140 11.88 
2 Input power, kW 1334547.5 N.G 1113263.5, S.H 76325.09 
3 Power production, MW 2GT 277+ST 267 2GT 277+ST 267 
4 Power consumption by 

pumps, kW 
8737.92 8700 

5 Exit Temperature of stack, 0C 160-167 160-167 

6 Gross Efficiency, % 
Net Efficiency, % 
 

61.5 
60.8 

68.8 
68 

The solar system reduce fuel consumption 2.26 kg/s which mean solar shared by 20%. To 
estimate the total value per year it easy to calculated through the follow equation: 

Annual fuel reduction = 2.26* 3600 h* 10 D* 30 M* 5 Y =12204000 kg/year. 
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At summer  the avarage 8000 Wh/m2.day * 27.5 collectors = 220000 W which calculated and 
simulated by software cycle-tempo to give 859 oC. 

Summer calculation, the results are tabulated for STRS+CCPP at table-5 and for basic CCPP at 
table-6. 

Tbale-5 STRS+CCPP                                            Table-6 Basic CCPP 

          

The table-7 done by author for comparision between to tabled tesult for conclusion. 
No  Apparatus  Basic  CCPP cycle Hybridization  STRC+CCPP cycle 
1 Fuel consumption kg/s. 11.7 7 
2 Input power, kW 1104443.76 N.G 660474.24, S.H 155477.04 
3 Power production, MW 2GT 221+ ST 205 2GT 221 +ST 205  
4 Power consumption by 

pumps, kW 
7792.44 7679.06 

5 Exit Temperature of stack, 
0C 

160 160 

6 Gross Efficiency, % 
Net Efficiency, % 
 

58.6 
57 

79 
78 

The solar system reduce fuel consumption 4.7 kg/s which mean solar shared by 35%-40%. To 
estimate the total value per year it easy to calculated through the follow equation: 

Annual fuel reduction = 2.26* 3600 h* 12 D* 30 M* 7 Y = 42638400 kg/year. 

Conclusions 

1. In case of reduced fuel consumption, the solar receiver reduces fuel consuption at summer from 
11.7 kg/s to 7 kg/s and during winter from 14 kg/s to 11 kg/s which means solar is compensated by 
natrual gas at around 40-20 %. This share will reduce annual fuel expenses which is a positive 
effect on LEC. 
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2. The emission of carbon dioxide were reduced parallel with fuel reduction. By using emission 
factor of natural gas equal 1.6344 kg CO2/kg N.G it was estimated from multiplying this value with 
reduced fuel gas value the total quantity per year for summer and winter are respectively 
69688200.96 TCO2/Year and 19946217,6 TCO2/Year 

3. Cycle-tempo had recognized very well solar system and is included in cycle efficiency. The 
software adopted for this equationwere checked by the author, 

                                   

Recommendations 

1. Prabolic trough system can be included to Al Anbar CCPP to increase steam power production.  

2. Al Anbar reject useful heat with high tempreature at stack which can be utilized.  

3. STRS can be used for peak and basic load if investing cost is accepted to be more  which is 
possible to include storage system for night period. 
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